National Security Analyst

National security analyst, also known as intelligence analysts, use the process of taking known information about situations and entities and with appropriate statements of probability, the future actions in those situations and by those entities. They reduce the ambiguity of highly uncertain situations.

EDUCATION

The minimum requirement includes an advanced degree and experience in fields involving mathematics, statistics, econometrics, operations research, computer or mathematical programming, and/or modeling.

WHEN MATH IS USED

National security analysts utilize mathematics, computer programming, engineering, and language skills as well as new technologies and creativity to solve tomorrow’s problems.

POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS

The national security analyst practice is found in its purest form inside intelligence agencies, such as the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in the United States or the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) in the UK. Its methods are also applicable in fields such as business intelligence or competitive intelligence.

FACTS

Mathematicians and computer scientists have figured out a clever code for sending secrets that, for now at least, is very very difficult to break. The code relies on the simple numerical property that it takes computers a very very long time to factor large numbers into a product of prime numbers.
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